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ABSTRACT
The Vega planetary system hosts the archetype of extrasolar Kuiper belts, and is rich in dust from
the sub-au region out to 100’s of au, suggesting intense dynamical activity. We present ALMA mm
observations that detect and resolve the outer dust belt from the star for the first time. The interfer-
ometric visibilities show that the belt can be fit by a Gaussian model or by power-law models with
a steep inner edge (at 60-80 au). The belt is very broad, extending out to at least 150-200 au. We
strongly detect the star and set a stringent upper limit to warm dust emission previously detected in
the infrared. We discuss three scenarios that could explain the architecture of Vega’s planetary system,
including the new ALMA constraints: no outer planets, a chain of low-mass planets, and a single giant
planet. The planet-less scenario is only feasible if the outer belt was born with the observed sharp
inner edge. If instead the inner edge is currently being truncated by a planet, then the planet must
be &6 M⊕ and at . 71 au to have cleared its chaotic zone within the system age. In the planet chain
scenario, outward planet migration and inward scattering of planetesimals could produce the hot and
warm dust observed in the inner regions of the system. In the single giant planet scenario, an asteroid
belt could be responsible for the warm dust, and mean motion resonances with the planet could put
asteroids on star-grazing orbits, producing the hot dust.
Keywords: submillimetre: planetary systems – planetary systems – circumstellar matter – stars: indi-
vidual (Vega).
1. INTRODUCTION
Debris disks are the dusty signatures of the colli-
sional destruction of planetesimals, exocomets and peb-
bles around main sequence (and other) stars (see e.g.
Hughes et al. 2018, and references therein). The nearby
A-type star Vega was one of the first such systems, iden-
tified by IRAS through excess emission above the pho-
tosphere at 25-100 µm (Aumann et al. 1984). It is now
recognised that at least 24% of A-type stars harbour
such debris (Thureau et al. 2014). The spectral energy
distribution (SED) of the excess in most cases indicates
a temperature of a few tens of K, from dust grains at
a few tens of au from the star. As this is also a region
where planets may exist, resolved dust images are of
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2considerable interest to help understand the structure
and evolution of the co-located planetary systems.
For the closest debris disks, the physical scales im-
ply that they are extended over ∼5-20 arcsec, and so
the thermal emission can be resolved using single-dish
telescopes at mm or far-infrared wavelengths (Holland
et al. 1998; Booth et al. 2013; Eiroa et al. 2013; Morales
et al. 2016). Coronographic images at optical and near-
IR wavelengths are also able to resolve some of the more
distant systems (e.g. Schneider et al. 2014), and imply
the additional presence of small (µm-sized) scattering
grains - likely the end product of the collisional cas-
cade of the larger particles. However, unlike the mm-
sized dust, these small grains are strongly affected by
radiation pressure and stellar winds, and so the longer
wavelength obervations remain the best way to trace
the underlying distribution of the parent bodies (Wyatt
2006).
Imaging the mm-wavelength emission from more dis-
tant systems typically requires the resolution of inter-
ferometers, and these images show that their mm dust
can be distributed over a range of different structures.
This includes single narrow rings (e.g. HR 4796 and Fo-
malhaut: Kennedy et al. 2018; MacGregor et al. 2017),
multiple rings with gaps (HD 107146, HD 92945: Marino
et al. 2018b, 2019), broad belts (e.g. HD 95086, HR 8799:
Su et al. 2017; Wilner et al. 2018), extended smooth
haloes (HD 32297, HD 61005: MacGregor et al. 2018),
and vertical substructures (β Pictoris: Matra` et al.
2019).
Vega (HD 172167) is an A0V (e.g. Gray & Garrison
1987) star at a distance of 7.8 pc (van Leeuwen 2007),
with an estimated age of ∼400-700 Myr (Yoon et al.
2010; Monnier et al. 2012). The star is rapidly rotating,
and is viewed almost face-on (i.e. with its poles nearly
aligned with the line of sight, with an inclination of ∼ 6◦,
Monnier et al. 2012).
Being the archetypal bright debris disk, Vega has
been the subject of intense scrutiny since its detection
with IRAS. Follow-up images marginally resolved the
emission at mm/sub-mm wavelengths, and suggested a
broad, somewhat clumpy structure (Holland et al. 1998;
Marsh et al. 2006). However, further investigations at
higher resolution have proved problematic. While ini-
tial interferometric results at 1.3 mm also suggested the
presence of clumps (at low signal-to-noise), their loca-
tions were not consistent with the expectation of Kep-
lerian motion (Koerner et al. 2001; Wilner et al. 2002).
Subsequent non-detections of extended structure at 1.3
and 0.87 mm suggested the dust distribution was ac-
tually rather smooth (Pie´tu et al. 2011; Hughes et al.
2012). Further complicating the picture were the mid-
to far-infrared images, which revealed a smooth decrease
in intensity with radius, indicative of a 1/r density power
law out to ∼800 au (Su et al. 2005). With higher res-
olution (5.6′′), evidence of a peak in surface bright-
ness at ∼100 au was seen at 70 µm with Herschel, af-
ter subtracting the relatively bright stellar photosphere
(Sibthorpe et al. 2010).
Completing the picture of Vega’s debris system, the
SED at shorter wavelengths shows two additional dust
components interior to the cold, outer belt. An excess in
the mid-IR detected by Spitzer indicates the presence of
warm dust at ∼170 K, with an estimated fractional IR
luminosity (compared to the star) of 7×10−6. Assuming
blackbody emission, this would imply a minimum radius
of ∼14 au (Su et al. 2013). The emission was unresolved
so must be interior to 6′′, or ∼47 au, and was interpreted
as evidence for dust produced by a collisionally evolving
asteroid belt. Finally, a near-IR excess with temperature
& 1000 K was detected at the ∼ 1% level using ∼ 2 µm
interferometry (Absil et al. 2006; Defre`re et al. 2011).
Faint detections or non-detections of this component at
longer mid-IR wavelengths indicate that the emission
arises from dust interior to ∼0.5 au, suggesting that the
region between the hot and warm dust is relatively dust-
poor (Mennesson et al. 2011; Ertel et al. 2018, 2020).
In this paper, motivated to resolve the previous mys-
teries surrounding Vega’s outer belt structure, and to at-
tempt resolved detection of the warm dust component,
we use the unprecedented sensitivity of the Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) to ob-
serve the Vega system interferometrically at mm wave-
lengths. In §2, we describe the combined ALMA and
Atacama Compact Array (ACA) observations, including
processing and imaging. In §3, we present the results of
our imaging analysis, model the outer belt and the star
by fitting the interferometric visibilities, and search for
evidence of the inner warm belt. Then, we discuss our
findings in §4 and conclude with a summary in §5.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The observations were carried out in ALMA band 6 at
a mean frequency of 225.2 GHz (project 2015.1.00182.S).
Executions were carried out on both the ACA and the
12m array in the most compact configuration. The total
on-source time was 80 minutes over three executions us-
ing the 12m array in April 2016, and 400 minutes in 12
executions with the ACA in Aug-Sept 2016. In all ob-
servations, J1751+0939 was used for bandpass and flux
calibration and J1848+3219 was the phase calibrator.
The total bandwidth was 7.5GHz, with three spectral
windows set for low resolution TDM mode, and one cov-
ering the region of the 12CO line at 230.538 GHz with
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a resolution of 1.3 km s−1. The high source declination
means that the elevations of the Vega scans were low - in
the range 21-28◦. With the ACA and ALMA 12m com-
pact configuration, this meant a considerable amount of
antenna shadowing, but this was taken into account by
flagging in the data reduction pipeline. Weather condi-
tions were good during most observations, with a mean
pwv of ∼1 mm (zenith).
In order to improve the image fidelity of the 12m array
observations, we self-calibrated the data separately for
each of the three executions using the bright, unresolved
emission from the central star. We executed 3 rounds
of phase-only self-calibration, combining visibilities from
all 4 SPWs. We used the stellar point-like emission as
a model (outputted by the tclean task), and decreased
the length of the solution interval (∼370, 132, and 99
seconds) at each phase-only self-cal iteration. Finally,
we applied one round of amplitude self-calibration with
a ∼370 s solution interval. For all observing dates, this
procedure successfully led to a ∼40-50% increase in the
peak SNR of the star.
Following self-calibration, we shifted the phase center
of each execution of the 12m observations to the ex-
act location of the star. We determined the latter from
model fitting for the star as a point source in the u-v
plane using the longest baselines, free of disk emission
(§3.2, and Table 1). We apply these shifts to correct for
the presence of non-zero offsets that differ between dif-
ferent 12-m executions, likely due to inaccuracies in the
phase referencing of the observations. For ALMA, these
are normally less than 15% of the synthesised beam1,
which is indeed the case for our 12m data (Table 1).
The model fits to the star also indicated a different
stellar flux density for each of the 12m executions (Table
1), with the largest difference between any two datasets
being ∼12%. This is not significant given the expected
5-10% flux calibration accuracy in Band 62, which is
likely underestimated given that our target was observed
at low elevations (see above). Therefore, this variability
remains fully consistent with instrumental effects alone.
To ensure a common flux scale for all the 12m datasets,
we adopt the mean of the fluxes as the true stellar flux,
and rescale the amplitudes of the 12m datasets to pro-
duce a stellar flux of this value.
For the ACA observations, the SNR of the star is insuf-
ficient to accurately determine its offset from the phase
center and its flux density for each observing date; there-
fore, we determine the offset by fitting the star to all the
1 e.g. ALMA Technical Handbook, Chapter 10.5.2
2 e.g. ALMA Technical Handbook, Chapter 10.2.6
executions combined (and with a model including the
outer belt, see §3.3). Then, as done for the 12m datasets,
we shift the phase center and rescale the amplitudes be-
fore imaging and further modelling. Note that the phase
shifts obtained for the ACA data are consistent with zero
within the uncertainties (Table 1).
We imaged the continuum from the combined
12m+ACA phase-shifted and amplitude-rescaled visi-
bility dataset using the tclean task within CASA v5.4.0.
We employed multi-frequency synthesis with multiscale
deconvolution to best recover emission on extended
scales from the outer belt, down to point-like emission
from the star. In particular, we used scales of 0 (point
source), 1, 3, and 9 times the expected synthesized
beam size of the image. We produce two sets of images,
one which includes the stellar emission, and one with
the stellar emission subtracted from the data in the u-v
plane, using the best-fit point source model to the stellar
emission from §3.2.
Additionally, for each set, we image the data with
two different strategies. First, we produce an image of
the combined 12m+ACA data with natural weighting,
but with a 10′′ u-v taper applied (Fig. 1). This max-
imizes the sensitivity to large scale structure from the
outer belt. This image achieves an RMS sensitivity of
70 µJy/beam for a synthesized beam of 8.5′′ × 7.9′′
with a position angle (PA) of -60.7◦. Then, we image
the combined 12m+ACA data with natural visibility
weighting (which resolves out the low-surface brightness
outer belt) and no taper, to enhance compact emission
from the inner region of the system (Fig. 2, top left).
This image has an RMS sensitivity of 13 µJy/beam for
a synthesized beam of 1.8′′ × 0.9′′ with a position angle
(PA) of -20.8◦.
For the 12CO line emission, we extracted the spec-
tral window covering the line frequency from each of the
12m and ACA datasets. We then carried out continuum
subtraction in the u-v plane using the CASA uvcontsub
task, avoiding a region ±50 km/s from the line frequency
in the rest frame of Vega (accounting for its -20.6±0.2
km/s heliocentric velocity, Gontcharov 2006). After con-
catenating all the 12m and ACA visibility datasets, we
carried out imaging using natural weighting. The result-
ing image cube reached a sensitivity of 1 mJy/beam in
a 0.64 km/s channel and for a beam size of 1.7′′ × 0.8′′,
with PA of -20.9◦. No line emission was clearly detected,
even after imaging using the same tapering as the contin-
uum observations; therefore, no CLEAN deconvolution
was carried out.
3. RESULTS AND MODELLING
3.1. Image analysis
4Figure 1. Left: Combined image of the Vega system at 1.34 mm using naturally weighted visibility data from both the ACA
and 12m datasets, after applying a 10′′ u-v taper to enhance the sensitivity to large-scale emission. Right: Same as left, but with
imaging carried out after interferometrically removing the star from the visibilities, as described in §3.2. Contours are [2,4,6
..]×70 µJy beam−1, the RMS noise level of the images. No primary beam correction was applied to these images.
Figure 1 presents the first interferometric detection
of Vega’s outer belt at mm wavelengths. The 1.34 mm
continuum is seen as a ring of emission close to face-
on, with a resolved inner hole and a surface brightness
peaking at a SNR of ∼7 at a distance of 11′′-12′′ (85-92
au) from the star. The star itself is strongly detected
with a peak flux density of 2580 µJy (SNR∼37) in the
tapered map.
The map presented is not primary-beam-corrected,
and is thus biased toward the inner regions, near the
center of the primary beam where the 12m and ACA
antennas are most sensitive. To correct for this, we as-
sume that the primary beams resemble an azimuthally
symmetric Airy disk (as adopted by CASA), which im-
plies that the sensitivity of the 12m antennas is reduced
to 50% of its maximum at the half-power distance of
∼13.3′′ (∼ 102 au), just beyond the peak surface bright-
ness radius of the belt. For the smaller ACA anten-
nas, this 50% power level is reached at ∼23.2′′ (∼ 179
au) from the star. We note that these CASA-adopted
model beams are an adequate description of the real an-
tenna illumination patterns only out to the ∼20% power
level3; therefore, we focus on our results within 33.4′′
(∼ 257 au) of the star for the 7m antennas, and within
19.6′′ (∼ 151 au) for the 12m antennas. To calculate
the ACA+12m primary beam for joint imaging, we use
the A-Projection algorithm as implemented in CASA
4, which accounts for the different primary beams (and
their relative weights) in the u-v plane by convolving
visibilities with the Fourier Transform of the primary
beams.
To study the radial structure in detail, we therefore
analyse a primary-beam-corrected radial profile of the
continuum emission (Fig. 2, top right) from the higher
resolution, naturally weighted 12m+ACA image (Fig. 2,
top left). This was constructed by measuring the aver-
age surface brightness within concentric, circular annuli
(given the near face-on orientation of the belt) at in-
creasing distances from the central star. The uncertainty
was measured as the RMS of the naturally weighted map
(13 µJy/beam), corrected for its increase with radius
due to the primary beam correction, and divided by the
3 https://library.nrao.edu/public/memos/naasc/NAASC 117.
pdf
4 https://casa.nrao.edu/casadocs/casa-5.4.0/
synthesis-imaging/mosaicing
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square root of the number of independent beams along
the circumference of each annulus.
The radial profile of the naturally weighted image con-
firms that the inner radius of the outer belt is clearly
resolved from the star, and that the surface bright-
ness distribution of the outer belt peaks at a radius
of ∼12′′ (92 au) and then decreases extending out to
at least 19.6′′ (151 au), the 20% power level of the
12m observations. An important cautionary note is that
imaging of very extended, low-level structure filling the
primary beams of our observation may be subject to
artifacts from CLEAN deconvolution and missing short
u-v spacings (as shown in §3.3), which remove a sig-
nificant amount of extended emission from the images.
Therefore, to robustly derive the mm continuum struc-
ture of the Vega planetary system and avoid imaging
biases, in the following subsections, we opt to model the
visibilities directly.
3.2. Modelling the star
We first model the star as a point source and fit the
long baseline (> 50kλ) visibilities of each of the 12-
m datasets independently. This choice of baselines en-
sures removal of all detectable emission from the outer
belt (see visibility profile in Fig. 3, rightmost panel),
which could bias our stellar flux measurement. We con-
firmed the absence of belt emission by checking images
produced using these long baselines only, prior to mod-
elling. We fit the model visibilities to the data through
a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), implemented
using the EMCEE v3 package (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013, 2019). We derive the posterior distribution of each
parameter (stellar flux density at 1.34 mm Fν? , stellar
RA and Dec offsets dRA and dDec) using the affine-
invariant sampler from Goodman & Weare (2010), start-
ing from uniform priors on all parameters and using a
likelihood function proportional to e−χ
2/2 (with χ2 be-
ing the chi-square function). A fourth parameter we fit-
ted for is a scaling factor for the weights delivered by
the ALMA pipeline, w, which has been shown to be
necessary to ensure that the visibility uncertainties are
correct in an absolute sense (e.g. Marino et al. 2018b;
Matra` et al. 2019).
We ran the MCMC for 2000 steps using 40 walk-
ers, ensuring convergence. Table 1 shows the resulting
best-fit stellar parameters (50th +34
th
−34th percentiles of the
marginalized posterior probability distributions). Imag-
ing the visibilities obtained from subtraction of the best-
fit model from the data produced noise-like maps, free
of significant residual emission at the stellar location.
The best-fit flux densities differ between different
datasets, which are at most days apart. However, as
mentioned in §2, this variation is within the flux cal-
ibration uncertainty, which means we do not need to
invoke a physical variation in the stellar emission, which
has been observed around other stars (e.g. White et al.
2020). Considering the flux calibration uncertainty, the
observed flux densities are consistent with extrapolation
of a Kurucz model from IR wavelengths, which predicts
2.1 mJy at 1.3 mm (Hughes et al. 2012). Note that
the hot (& 1000 K) dust component amounts to only
∼1.3% of the stellar flux density at K band (Absil et al.
2006). Given the steep size distribution of this compo-
nent (Defre`re et al. 2011), and the 5− 10% ALMA cal-
ibration uncertainty (1σ), unresolved detection of the
hot dust component is impossible at mm wavelengths.
We adopt a stellar flux density equal to the mean
of the best-fit values obtained from the separate 12m
datasets (2495 µJy), and use it to rescale the amplitudes
of each 12m visibility dataset to produce the same stel-
lar emission in all datasets. We also use the derived RA
and Dec offsets to align all 12m observations to the same
phase center, now corresponding to the photocenter of
the stellar emission. The stellar emission cannot be dis-
entangled from that of the outer belt within the ACA
dataset (baselines < 29.5kλ), due to the lack of base-
lines sufficiently long to completely filter out extended
emission from the belt. Thus, the star needs to be fit
simultaneously to the outer belt before phase alignment
and amplitude rescaling of the ACA dataset.
3.3. Modelling the outer belt
3.3.1. Modelling framework
To begin with, we employ a star + outer belt model
to the ACA dataset only, to determine the ACA-specific
best-fit stellar parameters. For this ACA-only fit, and
for the later combined ACA+12m fit, we test three dif-
ferent models describing the radial surface density dis-
tribution of mm grains. In the first model, the outer belt
is parameterized with an axisymmetric Gaussian surface
density distribution of radius rc and FWHM width ∆r
(= 2
√
2ln(2)σr), and a vertically Gaussian density dis-
tribution, following Sect. 4.2 of Matra` et al. (2019). The
mass density distribution of grains reads5
ρ(r, z) = Σdust,r=rc e
− (r−rc)2
2σ2r × e
− z2
2(hr)2
√
2pihr
, (1)
5 Note that in Eq. 1 of Matra` et al. (2019), Σdust,r=rc is erro-
neously denoted as ρ0 despite having units of surface density.
6Figure 2. Top Left: Combined image of the Vega system at 1.34 mm using naturally weighted visibility data from both the
ACA and 12m datasets. This is the same as Fig. 1 (left), but with no taper applied, and primary-beam-corrected using the
combined ACA+12m primary beam. The primary beam’s [20th,50th,80th] percentile sensitivity levels are shown as concentric,
dotted rings, with sensitivity increasing towards the central star. Top Right: Radial profile of azimuthally averaged emission
(upper subpanel) obtained from the Vega naturally weighted untapered image on the top left. The grey area represents the ±1σ
range of uncertainty, whereas the red Gaussian represents the beam FWHM of the observations (1.35′′, the average between the
beam major and minor axis). The lower subpanel shows the radial profile applied to the imaged residuals after subtraction of
the best fit models (colors and linestyles). Residual profiles are mostly consistent with zero, indicating a good fit for all of the
models, and no significant evidence for inner belt emission (§3.4). Bottom: Real part of the interferometric visibility data as a
function of radius in u-v space (black points with ±1σ uncertainties), obtained by azimuthal averaging in concentric u-v annuli.
These are to be compared to model fits (colors and linestyles matching the right panels). Bottom left is model-data comparison
for the ACA visibilities, bottom right is for the 12m visibilities. Note that for overlapping baselines, the ACA and 12m have
different real parts due to the different primary beams. The bottom subpanels show residual visibility profiles after subtracting
the best-fit outer belt models. The lack of significant residuals indicate that the outer belt -only models are a good fit to the
data, and there is no significant evidence for the detection of the warm, inner belt (§3.4).
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Table 1. Stellar Parameters Derived from Visibility Fitting
Parameter Unit 12m Obs. 0a 12m Obs. 1a 12m Obs. 2a ACAb
Fν? µJy 2645
+36
−37 2489
+25
−23 2350
+22
−22 2221
+83
−79
dRA*cos(Dec) mas 15+5−4 50
+4
−4 57
+4
−4 71
+104
−103
dDec mas −41+8−9 2+7−7 −4+5−6 −86+127−135
aFitting the star only to 12m-array visibilities beyond > 50 kλ
bModel including the outer belt, fitted to all ACA visibilities.
8with the same meaning as in previous work (e.g. defin-
ing h = H/r where H is the scale height, or standard
deviation of the vertical density distribution). We also
fit a model where the radial surface density distribution
is a power law with slope α and sharp (i.e. unresolved)
inner and outer edges rin and rout,
ρ = Σdust,r=rin
(
r
rin
)α
e
− z2
2(hr)2
√
2pihr
for rin < r < rout. (2)
Finally, we also attempt a model with no sharp inner and
outer edges, where the radial surface density distribution
is a combination of two power laws, with slopes γ and
α respectively interior and exterior to radius rc,
ρ = Σdust,r=rc
(
r
rc
)γ
e
− z2
2(hr)2
√
2pihr
for r < rc (3)
and
ρ = Σdust,r=rc
(
r
rc
)α
e
− z2
2(hr)2
√
2pihr
for r > rc. (4)
For all models, we fixed the aspect ratio h to 0.03,
since this will be largely unconstrained given the face-
on viewing geometry of the belt. Σdust,r=rc is a normal-
ization factor for the surface density of observable dust
in the belt, directly linked to the belt flux density un-
der the assumption that the dust opacity is constant
throughout the belt. Rather than fitting for Σdust,r=rc ,
we fit for the belt flux density Fν,belt, which can be done
as the emission is optically thin. Finally, we assume the
dust to follow a r−0.5 radial temperature profile typical
of centrally-heated blackbody-like emission.
For each model realization, we first ray-trace the belt’s
emission at 1.34 mm using RADMC-3D6 to produce a
model image. In practice, we create and feed 3D dust
density and temperature grid files to RADMC-3D; the
3D dust density is free to change at every model iter-
ation as the parameter space is explored, whereas the
temperature grid is kept fixed. Since we fit for the flux
density rather than the dust mass in model (by rescal-
ing model images after they are produced) the choice of
dust opacity (fed through a dust opacity file) and belt
mass (affecting the dust density file) that we provide to
RADMC-3D do not matter. This is as long as the dust
mass and opacity are chosen to be low enough that the
emission calculated by RADMC-3D is optically thin. In
our case, we choose a very low mass of 10−7 M⊕, and a
grain opacity of 0.42 cm2 g−1 at 1.34 mm, though once
6 http://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/∼dullemond/software/
radmc-3d/
again we underline that this choice has no effect on our
results.
The ray-traced model image produced by RADMC-3D
is multiplied by the primary beam of each of the 12m or
ACA observations. Then, we use the GALARIO package
(Tazzari et al. 2018) to compute its Fourier transform
and evaluate it at the u-v locations sampled by our ob-
servations. Finally, we add a point source representing
the star directly at the phase center of the model visi-
bilities, and shift the star+belt model visibilities by RA
and Dec offsets (∆RA, ∆Dec) which we leave as free
parameters in the fit. We fit this star+belt model to the
observed visibilities with MCMC as done for the star-
only fits to the 12m data (§3.2), using 2000 steps and a
number of walkers equal to 10 times the number of free
parameters.
3.3.2. Modelling results
In a first step, we fit the Gaussian model to the ACA
dataset alone. This produces best-fit stellar parameters
listed in Table 1 (rightmost column), which we use to
shift the phase center of the ACA observation to be
aligned astrometrically with the 12m observations. Ad-
ditionally, we use the ACA best-fit stellar flux to rescale
the amplitude of the ACA observations to match the
amplitude scale of the 12m observations.
In a second step, we fit star+outer belt models to the
complete, aligned and amplitude-scaled ACA+12m vis-
ibility dataset, which was the one used to produce the
images in Fig. 1 as described in §2. The best-fit model
parameters (producing the model images shown in Fig.
3, left column) are listed in Table 2. Residual images,
obtained by imaging the residual visibilities with the
same imaging parameters as Fig. 1, are shown in Fig. 3
(central column). Finally, the rightmost panels of Fig. 3
show the real and imaginary parts of the complex visibil-
ities as a function of deprojected u-v distance from the
phase center (for both the data and the models). The de-
projection has been carried out following the commonly
adopted procedure of e.g. Hughes et al. (2007), assuming
an inclination of 0◦ (perfectly face-on), which is consis-
tent with (though not tightly constrained by) the results
of our modelling.
By analysing this deprojected real part of the visi-
bility function, we are able to study emission from the
outer belt fully independently of the stellar emission. At
short baselines or u-v distances, the ACA data and the
very shortest 12-m baselines reveal the Bessel-function-
like visibility function expected from a ring of emission
from the outer belt. The belt emission only rises above
the star’s before the first null of the visibility function,
which we find at u-v distances of ∼5.5 kλ. This high-
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Table 2. Outer Belt Model Parameters
Parameter Unit Gaussian Power-Law 2 Power-Law
Fνbelt mJy 8.5
+1.3
−1.1 8.8
+1.1
−1.0 12.8
+1.6
−1.5
rc au (
′′) 118+4−3 (15.3
+0.5
−0.4) − 84+5−5 (10.9+0.6−0.6)
∆r au (′′) 67+9−7 (8.7
+1.2
−0.9) − -
rin au (
′′) - 74+3−3 (9.6
+0.4
−0.4) -
rout au (
′′) - a171+18−11 (22.2
+2.3
−1.4) -
α - - −0.25+0.46−0.51 −1.0+0.3−0.4
γ - - - 10+5−3
I ◦ b < 37 b,d < 45 b,d < 40
PA ◦ c- c,d- b,d−
Number - 18 19 19
χ2 - 1074973.1 1074962.8 1074976.3
e∆χ2 - - -10.3 +3.2
e∆AIC - - -8.3 +4.4
e∆BIC - - +2.9 +16.3
aThe probability distribuition allows large rout values out to at least 20% power
level of the primary beam, but at a low probability decreasing with radius.
b 3σ upper limit, best-fit value assumed to be 0.0 (face-on)
cProbability distribution indicates PA largely unconstrained, though see d below.
dSignificant degeneracy between I and PA. Posterior probability distributions
have a peak PA of ∼ 45◦ preferred for inclinations ∼ 25◦, approaching our strict
upper limit reported. However, PA is increasingly unconstrained for inclinations
decreasing down to 0◦ (face-on).
eWith respect to Gaussian model.
lights the need for sensitivity on very short baselines,
as delivered by the ACA, to recover emission from the
outer belt. At all baselines, emission from the star is ev-
ident as a constant positive offset of the real component
of the visibilities, expected from point-like emission at
the phase center of the observations.
This visibility function enables us to attribute the lack
of detected emission in previous interferometric obser-
vations to spatial filtering and/or a low sensitivity on
the shortest baselines. Previous OVRO (Koerner et al.
2001), SMA (Hughes et al. 2012) and PdBI (Pie´tu et al.
2011) observations only probed u-v distances down to
∼11.5 kλ, thus missing belt emission almost as far as the
second null of the visibility function. Previous CARMA
observations (Hughes et al. 2012) nominally covered u-v
distances down to ∼3.75 kλ, and therefore could have
recovered the emission, but likely did not have sufficient
sensitivity to do so at these shortest spacings. There-
fore, our detection of the outer belt is consistent with
all previously reported interferometric non-detections.
The belt is constrained to have a low inclination, con-
sistent with face-on (in line with the appearance of Fig.
1), which makes the position angle largely unconstrained
given the moderate SNR of the data. The best-fit total
belt flux at 1.34 mm varies depending on the model em-
ployed since it is based on extrapolating visibility models
from the shortest baselines probed by our data to zero
u-v distance. Including the stellar emission and adding
a 15% flux calibration uncertainty in quadrature, we
estimate a model-dependent, total 1.34 mm flux den-
sity from the Vega system ranging between 9.9 − 16.9
mJy (1σ range, including the star) from our ALMA
data. This is consistent with recent Large Millimeter
Telescope (LMT) and previous sub-mm measurements,
which predict a flux density of 13.6 ± 1.6 mJy as-
suming a spectral slope αmm = 2.74 ± 0.33, calcu-
lated from measurements at 450 µm (229 ± 14 mJy,
JCMT/SCUBA-2; Holland et al. 2017) and 1100 µm
(21 ± 2 mJy LMT/AzTEC; Marshall et al. in prep.).
No significant emission is seen in the residual 10′′-
tapered images after subtracting our best-fit axisymmet-
ric models. This corroborates the results of Hughes et al.
(2012), ruling out that compact clumps carry most of
the emission within Vega’s outer belt. After inspection
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Figure 3. Joint 12m+ACA modelling results. From left to right column: full resolution best-fit Vega outer belt model images,
10′′ tapered images of the residual visibilities (after subtraction of the best-fit model visibilities), and real and imaginary part
of the azimuthally averaged complex visibility profiles, for both the data and the best-fit models. The three rows are, from top
to bottom, for the Gaussian model, the single power law model, and the double power law model, with best-fit parameters as
in Table 2. Contours in the residual images have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.
of residual images obtained with a range of weightings,
we find no significant evidence of clumps at all scales
from the native resolution of the 12m dataset (1.7′′×0.9′′
with natural weighting, see §3.4 for details) to the largest
scales probed by our shortest baselines (∼ 41′′). This is
further supported by the lack of significant departures
from zero in the imaginary part of the observed visibility
function (Fig. 3, right column).
The only residual worthy of note is a compact ∼4σ
peak at ∆RA∼ 0.5′′, ∆Dec∼ −10.9′′ in the naturally
weighted (no taper) residual images, south of the star
and near the outer belt’s inner edge. Assuming it is un-
resolved, and including flux calibration uncertainty and
primary beam correction, its flux density is 81±20 µJy.
Taking the galaxy number counts from Carniani et al.
(2015), we expect 3.5 galaxies as bright or brighter than
this source within the 20% power level of the 12-m pri-
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mary beam. Therefore, we conclude that this source is
most likely a background galaxy, although future ob-
servations are needed to confirm that this source is not
co-moving with Vega.
The lack of significant residuals in the images indi-
cates that all three models (Gaussian, single and double
power law) represent the data equally well. Statistical
tests such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) confirm
that there is no strong evidence in the data that the sin-
gle and double power law models (which have an extra
free parameter) are significantly better at reproducing
the data compared to the Gaussian model (Table 2).
This is confirmed visually in Fig. 2, which shows radial
profiles in image space (left) and deprojected visibility
space (right), including residuals (in the lower panels)
consistent with zero across all on-sky and u-v radii, for
all models.
3.4. Searching for the inner belt
Vega is host to significant mid-infrared excess iden-
tified by Su et al. (2013) to be indicative of emission
from warm (∼170 K) dust with a fractional luminosity
of ∼ 7× 10−6. If this is black-body emission from a nar-
row dust belt, it would lie at ∼2′′ (14 au) radius from
the central star. On the other hand, it is well known that
small grains dominating the infrared luminosity emit
less efficiently than blackbodies, causing true belt radii
to be significantly larger (e.g. Booth et al. 2013). Cold
belts resolved at mm wavelengths on average show true
radii ∼ 2.9 times larger than blackbody radii (Matra`
et al. 2018a), though with a large scatter, whereas IR ob-
servations indicate a stellar luminosity dependence (e.g.
Pawellek & Krivov 2015, predicting a value of ∼1.5 for a
37 L star). That would imply that Vega’s asteroid belt
may lie as far as ∼ 5.8′′ (∼ 40 au) from the star, so we
consider its potential location to be anywhere from the
∼14 au blackbody radius out to ∼40 au. In any case,
this warm dust would be spatially resolved in our data.
To avoid potential imaging artifacts due to the strong
stellar emission and the extended, partially filtered out
cold belt, the best way to look for the warm belt is to
analyse the visibility residuals after subtraction of the
best-fit star+outer belt model visibilities (Fig. 2, bottom
panels). Assuming a warm belt with a Gaussian radial
profile and an unresolved width (∆R  1.8′′ or  14
au), we expect the real part of the deprojected visibil-
ity function (right column in Fig. 2) for the warm belt
alone to be well approximated by a Bessel function (e.g.
MacGregor et al. 2015). The first null of the function
sets the belt location, via
Ru−v =
78.945
RGaussian
, (5)
where Ru−v is in kλ and RGaussian is in arcseconds.
Therefore, in the presence of a narrow, warm belt viewed
approximately face-on, and with radius between 2′′ and
5.8′′, we would expect the residuals of Fig. 2, bottom
right to resemble a Bessel function with a null some-
where between 13.6−39.5kλ. No such feature is present
at a significant level, although we do note that the resid-
ual 12-m visibility function shortward of∼40 kλ presents
- at a marginal level - hints of substructure at& 2′′ scales
not perfectly accounted for by our models.
We can also analyse the residual radial profile ob-
tained after imaging the residual visibilities (Fig. 2, top
right, bottom subpanel). Confirming the u-v results, no
significant emission peak is detected interior to the outer
belt, in the 2′′−5.8′′ region. We can set an upper limit to
the 1.34 mm flux density of the warm belt by assuming
that its width is unresolved, and that it is azimuthally
symmetric. The uncertainty on the azimuthal integral of
the intensity in circular annuli with width equal to the
beam size b is approximately
√
Nb(R)σb ∼
√
2piR/b σb,
where Nb is the number of beams along an azimuthal
annulus, and where we take b to be the average between
the synthesized beam’s major and minor axis (1.35′′).
Accounting for primary beam correction, this yields 3σ
upper limits of 120− 223 µJy on the 1.34 mm flux den-
sity of a narrow warm belt at radii of 2′′ to 5.8′′ (14 to
40 au). Additionally, we can consider warm dust emis-
sion to be radially broad rather than constrained to a
narrow belt. In that case, we measure a 3σ upper limit
of <324 µJy on the total residual 1.34 mm flux density
interior to 40 au (5.8′′).
Our 3σ upper limits are close to the predicted flux
density of 240 µJy at 1.34 mm extrapolated from the
asteroid belt model of Su et al. (2013) using compact
silicates for a belt at 13 au, which fits the Spitzer IRS
observations. This would imply that the warm emis-
sion could have a slightly higher temperature and/or a
steeper spectral index than previously assumed, but we
conclude that our limit is not sufficiently deep to confirm
or rule out the presence of the inner, warm belt. Detailed
fitting of the dust spectrum from IR to mm wavelengths,
including the inner and outer belt and newly informed
by the spatial constraints of the ALMA data will be nec-
essary to reconsider the properties of the system’s warm
dust excess.
3.5. CO emission
Although undetected in the image cube, we searched
for CO emission using the spectro-spatial filtering tech-
nique described in Matra` et al. (2015, 2017). In Vega’s
case, given the face-on configuration, we expect and as-
sume most of the emission to be spectrally unresolved
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given our spectral resolution of ∼1.3 km/s (twice the
native channel width of the data). Spatially integrat-
ing emission within the outer 4σ contour of the contin-
uum observations (Fig. 1, left), roughly within a circle
of about ∼130 au radius from the star, yields a spec-
trum with no significant features, with an RMS of 50
mJy for 0.64 km/s channels. Multiplying by the effective
bandwidth of 2.667 times the velocity width of a single
channel, we obtain a 3σ upper limit on the integrated
line flux of 250 mJy km/s. This is a conservative up-
per limit, as we integrated over a very large surface area
within 130 au of the star. Iteratively changing the area
to exclude the inner 50 au, or to include only emission
within the inner region yielded no significant detection
within ±20 km/s of the stellar velocity.
To turn our integrated line flux upper limit to a CO
mass, we employ a non-LTE excitation analysis (Matra`
et al. 2015) including fluorescence due to CO excita-
tion by UV photons (Matra` et al. 2018b). In summary,
we consider the effect of collisional and radiative exci-
tation by solving the statistical equilibrium equations
for the CO molecule, including rotational, vibrational,
and electronic levels and transitions. This predicts what
fraction of CO molecules will be in the J=2 level of the
CO molecule, which in turn allows us to connect our in-
tegrated flux upper limit to a CO mass (see e.g. Eq. 2 in
Matra` et al. 2015). We assume that emission is optically
thin and that collisions with electrons dominate the ex-
citation in a second-generation gas production scenario,
where little (if any) H2 would be present. We explore
the whole range of electron densities from the radiation-
to the collision- dominated regime, and kinetic tempera-
tures between 10 and 250 K, obtaining mass upper limits
in the range 3.4-19×10−7 M⊕.
It is important to underline that Vega is a fast rotator,
viewed nearly pole-on, but also a luminous early type
star with strong UV emission, creating a harsh radiation
field for any gas molecules present in the system. For the
fluorescent excitation calculation above, and to estimate
the CO photodissociation rate, we use the Vega spec-
trum provided by Aufdenberg et al. (2006) as would be
seen along the star’s equatorial plane, which differs sig-
nificantly from that observed from Earth along the polar
direction. For example, the estimated luminosity seen by
the gas and dust is about 37 L, smaller than the bolo-
metric luminosity as observed from Earth (∼ 57 L).
We rescale the dust’s fractional luminosity to account
for this from the observed value of 2×10−5 to 3.1×10−5.
Note that the equatorial Vega spectrum is only provided
down to a wavelength of 0.1 µm, which means we need to
extrapolate down to ∼0.09 µm, the shortest wavelength
where the stellar UV produces CO photodissociation.
We did this by rescaling the flux of a PHOENIX (e.g.
Allard 2014) spectrum with Teff = 9600 K, log(g)=4.0
and [M/H]=-0.5, values shown to be a good fit to the
observed Vega spectrum (Bohlin & Gilliland 2004), to
match the Aufdenberg et al. (2006) spectrum at 0.1 µm.
We use this final spectrum to compute the stellar flux at
the radial distance of 118 au (the peak surface density
radius of our best-fit Gaussian model) for the fluores-
cence and photodissociation calculations. This assumes
that CO is co-located with the observed dust emission.
We also calculate the CO photodissociation timescale
using this spectrum, added to the interstellar radiation
field (ISRF), as defined in Draine (1978) with the long-
wavelength extension of van Dishoeck et al. (2006). We
find that the stellar UV contribution dominates over the
ISRF’s in the 900-1100 A˚ range out to radii of ∼350 au,
and therefore cannot be neglected as is the case for belts
around other stars such as Fomalhaut, despite its spec-
tral type being only a few subtypes later than Vega’s. At
118 au, using the cross sections of Visser et al. (2009) as
tabulated by Heays et al. (2017), we calculate a CO pho-
todissociation timescale of 12 years, ∼ 10 times shorter
than that expected from UV irradiation by the ISRF
alone.
At the estimated age of Vega (400-700 Myr), we would
expect any gas, if present, to be produced by second-
generation release from exocometary ice. If this release
happens at steady state within the collisional cascade
that also produces observable dust, and as long as all
ice is removed by the time solids are ground down to
the smallest grains and removed by radiation pressure,
we can use our CO gas mass upper limit to set an upper
limit on the ice content of exocometary material (Eq. 2
in Matra` et al. 2017). We assume rc and ∆r from our
best-fit Gaussian model, and a fractional luminosity for
the outer belt of 3.1 × 10−5. Additionally, we adopt a
mass of 2.135 M (Yoon et al. 2010), and our calculated
photodissociation timescale of 12 years. We find that
our upper limit does not meaningfully constrain the CO
(+CO2, since the latter may also photodissociate and
contribute to the observed CO) ice mass fraction of ex-
ocomets within the Vega belt. In other words, even if
the exocomets’ composition was largely dominated by
CO and/or CO2, our sensitivity would not have been
sufficient to detect gas released by them at steady state
within the collisional cascade. For example, if Vega’s ex-
ocomets had a 10% CO(+CO2) ice mass fraction, we
would have expected a low gas mass of ∼ 7.5 × 10−10
M⊕, much below our current upper limits. The low gas
mass expected for Vega is mostly driven by its short
photodissociation timescale and its low fractional lumi-
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nosity, the latter implying slow collisional processing and
a consequently low CO release rate.
4. DISCUSSION
Through the ALMA 12m array and ACA data pre-
sented here, we were able to detect Vega’s outer belt
and measure its spatial properties. We confirm that the
belt is very broad with a surface density peak in the 75-
120 au region, and that azimuthal clumps do not carry
most of the belt’s emission. A search for warm dust emis-
sion as detected in Spitzer and Herschel data sets flux
density upper limits close to the expectation from ex-
trapolation of the SED model fitted to IR photometry,
but do not allow us to conclusively confirm the pres-
ence of warm dust in the inner, ∼14-40 au region of the
system.
With these new constraints, in this Section, we at-
tempt to draw a self-consistent picture on the origin of
the architecture of the Vega system, explaining the outer
belt structure and accounting for the presence of warm
and hot dust emission in the system’s inner regions.
4.1. Collisional evolution of an undisturbed, broad
planetesimal disk
To produce the observed dust in the outer belt af-
ter several hundred Myr of evolution, an ongoing colli-
sional cascade from large, long-lived planetesimals must
be in place (e.g. Wyatt & Dent 2002). Detailed colli-
sional calculations applied to Vega’s outer belt (Mu¨ller
et al. 2010) indicate that a collisional cascade ignited
by a belt of planetesimals confined between 80-120 au
could explain most of the observables, including Spitzer
MIPS radial profiles (Su et al. 2005), the submillimeter
morphology from SCUBA images (Holland et al. 1998),
as well as the broadband dust spectrum from IR to mm
wavelengths. While this model is successful at repro-
ducing most observables (pending its application to the
ALMA data), it does not explain why Vega’s outer belt
has the current extent, since it has the a priori assump-
tion that the belt is confined to a 80-120 au ring. Ad-
ditionally, it assumes that planetesimals are born with
sizes as large as . 100 km at ∼ 100 au, which if changed
could affect the amount of observable dust at Vega’s age,
and therefore the fit to the data.
A model with a radially confined planetesimal distri-
bution makes sense for narrow belts like the one found
around Fomalhaut (e.g. Kalas et al. 2005; MacGregor
et al. 2017), Vega’s twin when considering their similar
system age and spectral type. Conversely, the remark-
able breadth of Vega’s outer belt calls for planetesimals
being present (and potentially born) at a wide range
of radii from the central star. We therefore consider a
model where planetesimals successfully form everywhere
in the system, and evolve collisionally without external
perturbations, having been either pre-stirred at birth
during the planetesimal formation process, or stirred
very rapidly after formation, in a timescale much shorter
than the system age.
As shown in previous work (e.g. Kennedy & Wyatt
2010), even though planetesimals formed everywhere,
collisional evolution produces a radially increasing, rel-
atively shallow surface density of planetesimals and mm
grains up to radius rc, which corresponds to the location
where the largest planetesimals (of size Dmax) have col-
lided once within the age of the system. For a radially
decreasing initial planetesimal surface density distribu-
tion, like that of the MMSN, this rc is also the radial
peak of the surface density of planetesimals, which then
decreases with the same slope as the MMSN beyond rc.
Observable grains follow the same radial surface density
distribution as the planetesimals out to ∼ rc, but in-
stead follow a different surface density distribution, flat-
ter than that of the planetesimals, beyond rc (Marino
et al. 2017; Schu¨ppler et al. 2016; Geiler & Krivov 2017).
In general, collisional evolution of a broad planetesi-
mal disk predicts a radially increasing surface density
of grains with a break, or knee, at rc, which is well ap-
proximated by a parametric two power-law model such
as the one we fitted to the Vega observations. Therefore,
we use our double power law fit results to compare with
the predictions from collisional evolution, while remind-
ing the reader that a Gaussian or single power law model
can fit the data equally well.
A critical observable is the slope γ of the inner edge
interior to rc, where all bodies in the cascade are in colli-
sional equilibrium. This slope is predicted by analytical
models (e.g. Wyatt et al. 2007; Lo¨hne et al. 2008) as well
as more complex numerical simulations (e.g. Schu¨ppler
et al. 2016; Marino et al. 2017; Geiler & Krivov 2017) to
be around γ ∼2-2.3. This shallow predicted inner slope
is inconsistent with the steeper inner slope derived in our
modelling (γ = 10+5−3, with a 3σ lower limit of 4.4 derived
from its posterior probability distribution). Therefore,
we conclude that collisional evolution of an extended
planetesimal disk is inconsistent with the steep power
law gradient of the inner edge derived from the ALMA
data.
4.2. The planetary hypothesis
The inconsistency of the belt inner edge shape with
models of the collisional evolution for an extended plan-
etesimal disk suggests the presence of a planet currently
truncating the inner edge of the planetesimal distribu-
tion, unless the planetesimal disk was born truncated
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within its natal protoplanetary environment (where the
latter may or may not be attributable to planet forma-
tion). The current presence of a planet at the inner edge
of the belt may also help reconcile the outer belt mor-
phology with the presence of warm (∼170 K) and hot
(&1000 K) dust in the inner regions of the system. We
here discuss two scenarios invoking planets to account
for Vega’s observed dust populations.
4.2.1. Inward scattering through a chain of planets
A promising scenario that could produce the hot dust
(observed within ∼ 0.5 au of the star) is inward scat-
tering of exocomets. For this scenario to be successful,
inward-scattered exocomets have to reach the inner re-
gions at a sufficiently high rate. This requires that the
mechanism of passing material inward is sufficiently effi-
cient, promoting inward scattering rather than ejection
(e.g. Wyatt et al. 2017). Maximal efficiency is reached
for closely spaced planet chains (Bonsor et al. 2012),
with low planet masses in the super-Earth/Neptune size
range (Marino et al. 2018a), but not low enough that
encounters lead to accretion rather than scattering (e.g.
not below ∼0.25 M⊕ at 60 au around Vega). Not only
does the mechanism need to be sufficiently efficient, but -
for it to be observable around relatively old stars such as
Vega - it also needs to be sustained over a non-negligible
fraction of the system lifetime. This necessitates replen-
ishment of the population of objects interacting with the
outer planet and getting scattered inward. One way to
achieve this is, as proposed by Bonsor et al. (2014), the
outermost planet moving into the planetesimal belt as
driven by the planetesimals.
Raymond & Bonsor (2014) simulated inward scatter-
ing by a chain of planets around Vega, with planets at 5-
30 au migrating outwards into a belt initially extending
between 30 and 120 au. For their simulated planet con-
figurations, the outermost, migrating planet in the chain
should be 2.5-20 M⊕ - having migrated from ∼30 to ∼60
au - to produce inward scattering at a sufficiently high
rate. This outermost planet would dynamically clear its
chaotic zone and produce the inner edge of the belt as
observed by ALMA. Assuming this planet is on a cir-
cular orbit and adopting a belt inner edge equal to rc
from the double power law model allows us to set a joint
constraint on the planet mass and semimajor axis (Wis-
dom 1980). Further requiring that chaotic zone clearing
has taken place within the age of the system (Shannon
et al. 2016) allows us to break the mass-semimajor axis
degeneracy and constrain the planet mass to be &6 M⊕
and semimajor axis to be .71 au. These are conserva-
tive limits, because if the planet is migrating outwards
and continuously resupplying the chaotic zone with ma-
terial, the timescale on which clearing takes place would
need to be shorter. Depending on the migration rate,
this could make the required planet mass significantly
higher and the semimajor axis smaller.
On the other hand, migration is significantly sup-
pressed if the planet is much more massive than the
amount of belt material in its encounter zone (∼ 3.5
Hill radii, e.g. Kirsh et al. 2009), so the planet cannot
be too massive if outward migration is to take place and
resupply the outer planet with material for inward scat-
tering. Therefore, while this upper mass limit depends
on the unconstrained mass of large planetesimals at the
belt’s current and past inner edge, it is reasonably likely
that in this planet chain scenario, as indicated by Ray-
mond & Bonsor (2014), the outermost planet is in the
super-Earth/Neptune size range.
As well as the outer belt’s inner edge, and the hot dust
at < 0.5 au, this inward scattering could also explain the
Spitzer and Herschel detection of warm dust emission in
between the hot dust and the outer belt. In this planet
chain scenario, warm dust would arise from scattered
material on its way into the system’s inner regions. The
unresolved mid-IR constraint places most of the emis-
sion within ∼6′′, or ∼47 au. While this is smaller than
the inner edge of the outer belt and so would suggest a
gap between the warm and cold dust, we note that low
levels of inward-scattered dust may be present out to the
outer belt, but have gone undetected in the ALMA data.
For example, the simulations of Marino et al. (2018b) for
a chain of 30 M⊕ planets around a Sun-like star, with the
outermost at 50 au, can produce sufficient inward trans-
port to explain hot dust levels similar to those observed
for Vega. These simulations predict 10−10 − 10−8 M⊕
au−2 in mm-sized dust, assuming that inward-scattered
material inherits the same size distribution as the outer
belt. This is below our current ALMA 3σ upper limits
(3.7-5.9×10−8 at 60-14 au), although Vega specific sim-
ulations and predictions are needed to draw more robust
conclusions.
In summary, the available data appears consistent
with a picture where exocomets from the outer belt are
being scattered inward by a chain of planets, with the
outermost planet potentially migrating outward. In this
context, the outermost planet is constrained by the outer
belt’s inner edge to be & 6 M⊕ and located at . 71 au,
and in general to likely be in the super-Earth/Neptune
mass range to produce sufficient outward migration and
inward scattering. In this picture, inward-scattered ma-
terial would 1) include dust, to produce an inward scat-
tered disk which may explain Vega’s warm excess, and
2) produce hot dust inward of 0.5 au in the assump-
tion that the mass in large exocomets can be efficiently
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and rapidly converted into dust, for example by copious
sublimation near pericenter (e.g. Sezestre et al. 2019).
4.2.2. Lone, massive planet
Another possibility is that the outer belt’s inner edge
is being carved by a single giant planet. This planet still
needs to be more massive than ∼6 M⊕ if it is to carve
the inner edge of the outer belt within the system age.
This would put e.g. a 1 MJup planet (assumed to be
on a circular orbit) at a semimajor axis of ∼ 63 au.
Simulations of giant planets interacting with outer belts
produce shallower inner edges (e.g. Chiang et al. 2009)
compared to simulations with lower mass planets as con-
sidered in §4.2.1, though this slope is also dependent
on the planet’s or planetesimals’ eccentricity (Mustill &
Wyatt 2012). This would suggest that constraining the
slope of the inner edge at the same time as its location
should set a tighter constraint on the allowed region of
planet mass - semimajor axis - eccentricity parameter
space. However, no explicit predictions have been made
in the literature to date on the dependence of the inner
edge slope on planet and belt parameters, and what the
detailed functional form should be (e.g. Gaussian ver-
sus power-law). Therefore, while a steep inner edge as
derived from the double power law model would favour
lower mass planets on orbits with lower eccentricities,
the presence of a giant planet cannot be ruled out.
Upper limits on massive planets from direct imaging
suggest that the presence of brown dwarfs around Vega
exterior to about 15 au is unlikely, although these limits
are formally dependent on the assumed planet evolution
models, and on the adopted system age. Reported lim-
its are ≤1-3 MJup within the outer belt (100-200 au),
≤5-15 MJup interior to the outer belt (15-60 au), and
≤ 20 MJup interior to 15 au (Heinze et al. 2008; Jan-
son et al. 2015; Meshkat et al. 2018). The presence of a
single or multiple giant planets remains therefore pos-
sible within the limits imposed by direct imaging and
by the belt’s inner edge. A giant planet would also pro-
duce an outward scattered disk beyond the belt’s inner
edge, as was proposed to explain the radial profile of
the HR8799 belt (Wyatt et al. 2017; Geiler et al. 2019).
Due to collisional evolution, a scattered disk would pro-
duce a relatively flat grain surface density distribution
(Wyatt et al. 2010). This is likely consistent with the
constraints from the ALMA Vega data, which indicate
a shallow outer power-law slope (see Table 2).
The presence of a giant planet would still have to be
reconciled with the warm and hot dust populations ob-
served closer to the star. In this scenario, the warm
dust could originate from an asteroid belt, interior to
the giant planet, as originally proposed by Su et al.
(2013). If moderately eccentric (epl ∼ 0.1− 0.2), the gi-
ant planet could then produce the hot dust within ∼ 0.5
au by exciting exocomets within the asteroid belt onto
eccentric star-grazing orbits, through inner mean mo-
tion resonances (e.g. Faramaz et al. 2017). When com-
bined with sublimation in the < 0.5 au region (Marboeuf
et al. 2016), this mechanism may resupply hot dust at
sufficiently high levels, though detailed simulations are
needed to explore this scenario. A key observable of such
an eccentric planet between the belts would be an ec-
centric cavity and thus a potentially detectable offset
of the outer belt’s geometric center from the star (e.g.
Rega´ly et al. 2018). This could be readily tested with
deeper ALMA observations, and with future JWST ob-
servations.
Finally, while the gap between the outer and inner
asteroid belt would likely be significantly wider than
the planet’s chaotic zone, no additional giant planets
would be needed. This is because a single, eccentric giant
planet could clear material far beyond the chaotic zone
boundaries through sweeping resonances during the pro-
toplanetary (gas-rich) phase of evolution (Zheng et al.
2017).
In summary, a single giant planet interior to the outer
belt may reproduce the belt’s inner edge (pending de-
tailed predictions on the dependence of planet mass on
the inner edge slope and functional form) and the rather
flat surface density distribution observed in the outer
belt (expected from a scattered disk of planetesimals). If
eccentric, the planet may also supply exocomets produc-
ing the hot dust from an asteroid belt reservoir (through
outer mean motion resonances), and have produced the
wide gap between the asteroid and outer belt through
sweeping resonances within the young protoplanetary
disk.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We present new ALMA 1.34 mm observations of the
nearby Vega system using the 12m array and ACA to
obtain high sensitivity over a wide range of scales, from
∼ 1′′ to 30′′ (∼ 8 to 230 au). These data detect and
resolve the outer cold dust emission belt interferometri-
cally for the first time. We carried out detailed visibility
modelling using several parameterizations for the radial
surface density of the belt. The key conclusions are:
1. The face-on millimeter emission belt has a clearly
resolved central cavity, and its surface density can
be fit by a Gaussian model or by power law models
with a steep inner edge (at 60-80 au). The belt is
radially very broad, ranging from 60-80 au to at
least 150-200 au (the edge of the usable field of
view). The images and models show that the belt
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surface density peaks in the ∼75-120 au region.
The central star is also strongly detected (signal-
to-noise ratio ∼200).
2. We place an upper limit on the 1.34 mm flux den-
sity of warm dust in the system inner regions dis-
covered by Spitzer and Herschel (Su et al. 2013).
For a narrow belt with radius 14-40 au, the limit is
120-223 µJy, while for extended emission interior
to 40 au, the limit is < 324 µJy. These 3σ upper
limits are comparable to the predictions from ex-
trapolations of models fitted to the mid-infrared
excess emission.
3. We discuss three potential architectures for the
Vega system, informed by the new knowledge of
the outer belt properties: (a) collisional evolution
of an extended planetesimal disk, which in the ab-
sence of planets results in an inner edge slope that
is too shallow and inconsistent with the ALMA ob-
servations. Unperturbed collisional evolution can
only explain the observed morphology if the belt
was born truncated; (b) a chain of closely spaced
planets, with an outermost planet of mass & 6
M⊕ at .70 au truncating the inner edge of the
outer belt, and with exocomets being efficiently
scattered inward to account for both warm and
hot dust in the inner regions; (c) a lone outer gi-
ant planet, with mass up to the limit provided by
direct imaging (∼5 MJup at 50-60 au), that trun-
cates the belt’s inner edge and ejects planetesimals
to produce a scattered disk within the outer belt.
If this planet’s orbit is eccentric, then it could cre-
ate a wide gap between the outer planetesimal belt
and a putative asteroid belt, and perturb objects
in the asteroid belt inward to generate hot dust
near the star.
These three proposed scenarios for the Vega system
architecture each have characteristic features, and fur-
ther constraints on the detailed shape of the millimeter
emission belt and the morphology of the mid-infrared
emission will help to distinguish among them. Upcom-
ing, resolved observations of warm dust with JWST,
SOFIA together with deeper, mosaicked ALMA obser-
vations are the most likely to provide the most stringent
constraints on the presence of planets in this archetypal
planetary system. These efforts should be complemented
with planet searches with deeper limits, to .1 MJup be-
yond 20 au expected to be achievable with JWST, and
inwards of that through long-term astrometric monitor-
ing using ALMA long baseline observations. At the same
time, we underline the need for detailed predictions on
the shape, in addition to the location, of the inner edge of
planetesimal belts produced by planet-belt interaction.
This will be crucial in interpreting current and upcom-
ing high-resolution observations.
This paper is dedicated to Wayne Holland, recently
passed away (21/05/2019), for his pioneering work in
mm astronomy, and in particular the debris disks around
Vega and other nearby stars.
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